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CAMPUS POLICE EXPOSE DORM DRUG USE
By MAR\' SPRAUL
News Editor

Campus police have found a total
of seven students involved with the
possession and use of marijuana as:
a result of two drug searches in the
XU dorms last week.
Director of Housing Robert
Becker said that names of the
students will not be released.
The first discovery was made
Thursday evening, April 22, as Officer Couch and new officer John
Moore were in the process of inspecting the fire alarms in Husman
and Kuhlman Halls.
According to Couch, a strong
odor of marijuana was apparent

from one of the rooms in Kuhlman.
The officers knocked on the door
and were asked to enter. One student who was not a resident in that
room was present smoking
marijuana.
Both searches were conducted
with the authority of Roderick
Shearer, Dean of Student Development, said Couch. Shearer has the
power to authorize a dormitory
search as a result of the housing
contract resident students sign at
the beginning of the academic year.
The agreement quotes that "the
University will not search quarters
except in instances which the Vice
President of Student Development

(or someone in his capacity) considers sufficiently persuasive to
grant specific permission."
The two students assigned to the
room are responsible for drugs
found in their room. The student
found smoking the drug is also
responsible for his actions, said
Couch.
The second search was also
prompted by a discovery made by
Couch during a fire inspection on
Saturday morning about I :00 a.m.
iri Brockman Hall.
Four additional students were the
focus of the second search. Approximately four to seven grams of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia
were confiscated in this search, ac-

cording to Officer Couch.
Two of the three students involved with the marijuana and the
senior resident from their noor
were present during the search.
According to Couch, illegal items
confiscated in the first search include one-third ounce of marijuana, marijuana paraphernalia,
marijuana seeds, assorted pills,
empty beer barrels and taps, and a
19-inch sheath knife. University
housing policy does not permit
students to keep items of this sort in
their rooms.
Cincinnati police were not contacted regarding the drugs found in
either search, said Couch. A case
involving a misdemeanor occurring

on campus can be handled by the
city police or through University
disciplinary procedures. The
possession of marijuana is a
misdemeanor.
The students have the option of
taking their case to Becker or the
Disciplinary Board.
Becker could not discuss any
sanctions taken against the students
due to the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act (the Buckley Amendment) which safeguards
the privacy of students.
Becker did state though, that actions against the students could include a disciplinary warning,
residence hall probation or removal
from the residence hall.

Name change set for AASA
By CHRIST\' FULKS
News Reporter

The Afro-American Student
Association (AASA) will become
the Black Student Association
(BSA), according to Vincine
Brown, vice president of the club. It
is the only black student organization on campus.
With the name change comes
several new ideas. The AASA was a
formal exchange of the ideas of
black students. "It gave us a chance
to solve problems we had, as well as
to increase our education," said
Brown. The BSA is another level of
consciousness where African heritage will be stressed, she explained.
Thirty-five active members make
up the present organization. Brown
hopes that under the name change
they can increase membership to

entail all 195 black students on
Xavier's campus.
Two vice presidents will be
another major change of the
association, Brown mentioned. One
will deal with legislative duties, and
the other with administration. This
is a constitutional change that will
be effective as soon as it is approved by a two-thirds senate rnajority, said Tony Bramer, Student
Government President.
The new organization will be
replacing the bridge program with a
developmental program. The
bridge program gave coliege
youths with potential a chance· to
come to Xavier. They attend a summer program of basic math and
English courses. After passing the
program they enter Xavier.
·
The developmental program

,

..........................................
Senior Week Schedule

Sunday, May 9
8:00p.m. Schott Residence Hall party.
Senior Night at Dana Gardens follows with specials for Xavier
seniors. ·

Monday, May 10
12:00 p.m. Continental Breakfast - main noor, University
Center. •
1:00 p.m. Senior Road Rally - party follows for those who
finish. •
9:00 p.m. Senior Night at Doobie's Nightclub in Sharonville special drink prices for Xavier seniors. •

. Tuesday, May II
1:00 p.m. Whitewater Canoe Trip*
9:00p.m. Senior Night at Ma . .,ie's Saloon in Norwood.

Wednesday, May 12
7:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. Senior Prom at Drawbridge Motor Inn in
Fort .Mitchell, Kentucky. Dinner. Drinks. Music by "Odyssey".
1982 theme is "Wasn't that a Party?"*

Thursday, May 13
3:()(1 p.m. Asmann Park party and picnic- refreshments provided by :he Class of '82.

Friday, May 14
4:00 p.m. Baccalaureate Mass in Bellarmine Chapel.
8:30 p.m. Senior Parents Reception Dance in the cafeteria
given by the Xavier Alumni Board of Governors.

Saturday,. May 15
10:00 a.m. Graduation in Schmidt Fieldhouse- reception follows
in the University Center.
Additional information, including prices and directions, will be
available at the Information Desk Thursday, April 29.
*Events with an asterisk require a fee and/or sign-up.

Muskie Baseballers ended their
hon1e season by sweeping a
doubleheader frotn Butler u.
Other spring sports also concluded their seasons this week.
... Page 7

would be broader, offering SU,.Jport
to the students after entering the
University. Brown explained that
"Instead of having only one session, we would have two. Then the
new students would have additional
support."
The new officers for the 1982-83
year include Daryle Lewis, president; Vincine Brown, legislative
vice president; Denise Faulkner,
acting administrative vice president; Brenda Maffan, treasurer;
Robert Mitchell, member-at-large;
Kim Norton, corresponding secretary; and Phyllis Edwards, recording secretary.
Candidates for the position of
director of the developmental program will be interviewed this week,
Brown concluded.

Student Volunteers give out snacks and refreshments to passing stu- ·
dents .

Thief flees Kuhlman dorm room
A thief stealing money from a
room in Kuhlman Hall narrowly escaped apprehension as he fled after
being discovered by a resident of an
adjoining suite.
Kuhlman Hall resident Maureen
Bonner said she discovered the thief
in the room of her suitemate Laurie
Bernstein as she returned from a
party that was held in Kuhlman
Hall Friday night.
According to Bonner, she entered
the room from the suite's adjoining
bathroom and discovered the thief
sorting through Bernstein's dresser
drawer. When the stranger saw
Bonner he closed the drawer and
ned immediately.
The thief had apparently been in
her room before Bernstein's, Bonner said.
After an unsuccessful attempt to
pursue him, Bonner immediately
returned to her room and reported
the thief's presence to the Information Desk attendant who in turn
contacted Xavier police.
Marty Haitz, who was attending
the Information Desk that evening
commented, "I didn't think the call

was a joke and I had security go
over to the room."
According to Bonner, Richard
Awad, Xavier police officer, arrived on the scene approximately 45
minutes after she made the call.
Xavier police chief Dan Wood,
however, commented "I'm sure
Richard (Awad) would have responded immediately to the call."
Bonner described the thief to

police as "a clean-shaven black
male approximately 5 '9" in height,
with closely cropped hair."
Bonner added that she has never
seen the intruder around the Xavier
campus prior to the theft.
The thief absconded with $14 in
cash from Bonner's wallet and $5 in
cash from Bernstein's dresser, Bonner said.

Advertising takes 2nd
By JEAN M. HANNA
Managing Editor

The Advertising Club placed second in the American Advertising
Federation Fifth District Competition held in Columbus April 17.
Donna Brizzolara, Nancy Dell,
Bill Eckhoff, Marty Endre and
Doug Subotnik composed the winning team. Vincent Caruso and Bill
Sittason, marketing teachers, are
the advisors of the club.
"With Xavier being such a small
school competing against the larger
schools such as Ohio State Univer-

sity, the University of Kentucky
and Ohio University who have better resources, we feel very gratified
to have done as well as we did,"
commented Caruso.
According to Caruso, second is
the highest Xavier has ever ranked
during the five year history of
Xavier's participation. The
previous high was last year's.
seventh place.
Ohio University took first place
over Xavier by 4.51280 points.
They advance to competition in
Atlanta.
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HONORS CONVOCATION
The following students we're recognized at the April 19 Honors
Convocation for their achievements:
Paull. O'Connor, S.J., Scholarship ...... · .............. Margaret M. McCullough
Ann M. Rahrig
The Mr. & Mrs. Fletcher E. Nyce Award : ..................... Robert A. Bramer

ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE
The Arthur Andersen Accounting Award ..................... Michael J. McCann
The Coopers & Lybrand Accounting Award ...............•.... Richard T. lippoll
The Ernst & Whlnney Accounting Award ...................... Gregory P. Jones
The Touche Ross Accounting Award .......................... Paul G. Anhofer
The Robert E. Stautberg Accounting Award .•...•..•............... laura Dunn
The Accounting Scholastic Improvement Award ................ Thomas W. Moran
The Wall Street Journal Finance Award ...................... Judith M. Sullivan

~,J

BIOLOGY
The Biology Award .................................... Mary Ellen Menke
Biology Prize in Memory of Dr. J.T. Clear ...................... Anthony J. Asher
Sister Mary Winifred Donnelly Award In Biology ................ Sharon M. Geyer

CHEMISTRY
Amerlcon Institute of Chemists Award
The Rev. Aederlck N. Miller Award ............................ Sean V. lyons
Ragland latin Award .................................. James M. Flanagan
Joseph A. Verkomp Award for Study of Greek ............... James M. Flanagan
The John M. Zohuronclk Prize ............................ David G. Welsklttel

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Delta Sigma PI Scholarship Hey ...................•........ Dione M. Coviello
Donald J. lechlelter

COMMUNICATIONS ARTS
The WVXU-FM Public Service Award ..................... Charles J. Compton, Jr.
William M. Aobb
The Pro Alma Moire Award .............•............... Mary louise Cordier
·
Irene R. lelonek
Kathy Myers
William B. Tonnis

ECONOMICS AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
The Craig Manderson Memorial Economics Award ............ Ann M. Stechschulte
The Deportment of Economics Award ...................... James M. Flanagan

EDUCATION
The Raymond F. McCoy Education Award ....•............. Marguerite C. Regan

ENGLISH
The John Patrick Scully Athenaeum Prize .........•...•.• Erich J. Hesse
Sweeney Achievement Award .................. Sondra A. Schroeder
Mermaid Tavern Prize .......................... Melanie J.Licking

HISTORY
Robert G. McGraw '49 History Prize .............•............ Edith D. Mineer
louis J. Simon Memorial History Award .........•............ Vincent J. Hendrix
The Rev. W. Eugene Shiels, S.J., History Award ................. John N. Wilhelmy
The W. Vincent Delaney Award for Excellence in History ........... Mary C. Brennan

MANAGEMENT AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The Management Award for Excellence ........................ Ann M. Rahrig
The Information Systems A_word for Excellence ................... David J. Wintz

In addition to the Rev. Robert Mulligan, S.J., Xavier president, neither the Rev. Francis Brennan, S.J., academic vice
president (center), nor Dennis Moller, associate dean of students, will be returning to their positions next fall.

Outgoing President talks
about years at University
The dose of the 198/-82 school
year brings with it the conclusion of
the Rev. Robert W. Mulligan's,
S.J. tenure as president of Xavier.
He shared his thoughts on the university's past decade, as well. as its
future, in a recent Xavier News
interview.

Q: What are some of the
things you were most
pleased to see happen at
Xavier during the past
decade?
A: "Back in 1978, the North
Central accreditation committee
had very, very good things to say
about the university. Its report
spoke very highly of our faculty,
resources and even administration."
"The inclusion of another college
is a definite plus. Edgecliff brings
to Xavier strong programs in nursing, social work, fine arts. Between

the two campuses, we have wonderful theatre resources and an outstanding fine arts faculty."

Q: What are your thoughts
on Xavier's future?
A: "By··nie year 2000, I foresee
another IOOO:·students. We've been
fortunate in acquiring Edgecliff,
the Link property and U.S. Shoe in
order to provide room for
expansion."
"There has been a lot of progress
on increasing Xavier's endowment.
It has more than doubled to over $6
million in ten years, but it would be
nice to get it to $8 million. Compared to other schools 150 years
old, our endowment is small, partially because a lot of money was invested in buildings."

Q:What types of
challenges do you see the
Rev. Charles Currie, S.J.,
your successor facin

MARKETING

MATHEMATICS
The Comer Memorial Fund Award Best Student in Statistics .......... Jean M. Lynch
The Robert F. Cissell Memorial Fund Awards ................. Margaret J. Grever
Jeffrey G. Herbert
Jean M. lynch
Phyllis J. Reichert
Anthony J. Stentz
John A. Yeozell
Marla-Rose Youstra
Kramer-Miller Mathematics Award ............................ James A. Mahl
The Richard J. Wehrmeyer PIMu Epsilon Award ..•...•..•..•... Robert J. Zohnels

Q: What's the funniest
thing that ever happened to
you at Xavier?

MILITARY SCIENCE
Colonel Charles F. WHIIoms Military Scholarship & Prize ........... John F. Moher, II

MODERN LANGUAGES

PHILOSOPHY
Martin G. Dumler PhHosophy Award ••••..•...•••............ Paull. Schneider
Archbishop McNicholas Philosophy Award •••.••••••••••••.•• David G. Welsklttel

PHYSICS
Frederick A. Houck Physics Research Awards .•....•••......•.... Pout St. F. Blair
Guy E. Diebold
, .' . I i '. , .
Anthony J. Martino
·
Bryon G. ke
Anthony J. Stentz
Joseph G. Uehleln
John A. V.ozel

POLITICAl SCIENCE AND SOCIOLOGY
The Edword C. Goslewlcz Prize in Political Science . . • • • • . • • • . • . . • . • Koren E. llock
Geclfte F. and Agatha M. Softer
Political Science Award ...•••..••••..••••..••.....••... Thomas W. lurkort
Theodore A. Kent-Bozhldor Kontorjleve Physics A1110rd •..•....•..• Charles J. Kelly
The Clarence J. Wagner 5oclofoty A1110rd •••.••....•...••..• Maureen J. Gootee

PSYCHOLOGY
Francis 1. Hamel Prize in Psychology • • . . . . . • • • . • . • • . . . • . . • . Christopher L. Grote
MotdcHno Stroblllnh Psl,lchology A1110rd •.....•..........••• Vlckll. Crawford
Cotherin. lriuoloro Psychology Award •....•...........•.. Theresa A. Emmers

SOCIAL SCIENCES
Father Francis H. Lutmer Social Science Award .................•.... Ted J. Funk

THEATRE ARTS
The Otto Kvopil Drama Award ........................ Christopher A. Harrison
Jennifer lockwood

THEOLOGY
The Rev. Victor B. Nieporte, S.J.,
Achievement Award in Theology ...............•........ lawrence J. Schulte
The David William Snyder Theology Award .................. Charles C. Aniogolu
The Dr. William J. Topmoeller Theology Award ................. Terrence J. Celek

THE FREDIN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
James A. Bier
Theresa A. Homer

Michael F. Leruth
Rane E. Wendt

Rev. Charles Currie, S.J., Fr. Mulligan's successor.

Greater efforts in recruitment will
also be necessary, because by 1992
the number of 18-year-olds is supposed to drop by around 50
percent."
"The usc of cable and computer
technology in the educational process is another challenge- how can
it be utilized to the fullest?"
"There is also the continual need
to preserve the humanities core
while making sure that it's relevant,
challenging, and authentic . . . to
make certain that students are
thinking rationally, logically and
that they are introduced to JudeaChristian cultural achievements in a
meaningful way."

Amarlcon Marketing Association,
Cincinnati Chapter, Award ............................. Shanker A. Pandey
The Richard A. Grosse, Jr. Memorial Scholarship Award .............. Mary C. Otte
The William V. Masterson
Memorial Scholarship Award .......................... David M. Lindemann
Special Marketing Departmental Award ......•..............• Janet C. Plneault
Margaret A. Rourke
The Wolter A. Kumpf
Outstanding Marketing Student Award ..................•. Shanker A. Pandey

The Joseph E. Bour~s French Memorial Award .•..•••....... Julie Eichelberger
Paul G. Nolasco
The Joseph E. Bourgeois German Memorial Award •••....••.... Vincent J. Hendrix

A: "Decreased financing of student loans and reduced grants from
the government mean that funds to
them must be found.

"We've needed more space for the College of Business Administration for
years."

STUDENT CREDirf
Ever with that while traveling, vacationir.g,' or
maybe just for emergencies, you could have a na-tionaLcredit card?
Well, now - YOU CAN - obtain a MasterCard or VISA while still in school, no co-signer
required.
We have established a division to exclusively
handle t.he credit needs of college students ...
freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors . . . so
you can enjoy the conveniences of credit NOW, and
have your credit established for your professional
life, and after graduation.
On a 3x5 card, print your name and complete
address. (Enclose $2.00 for postage and handling.)
Send to:

Creative Cr(~dit International
Collegiate Credit Division
Suite 303 - Penn Lincoln Bldg.
789 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa, 15221
•

A: "I can think of a few things
. . . One night I was awakened at
2:30a.m. by a call from Security. I
was relatively new to Xavier at the
time. We had just beaten U.C. in
basketball, and the securi\Y officer
said that there were about 200 of
our students celebrating in Dana
Gardens. I thought it' was a park,
and didn't' · really · see ! anything
· wrong·with!thatl 'SO I said, 'Don't
worry, we'll pay for any trees they
damage.' "
"When Ken Blackwell first ran
for Council, I told him to take as
much time as he wanted to cam·
paign, but I warned him not to get
too optimistic about his chances.
He came in second or third (with
the top nine vote-getters to be
elected)."

0: What do you plan to do
in the future?
A: "Officially, I have a leave of
absence. I may teach philosophy ... "

Q: Any parting words?
A: "When my predecessor left,
he said that the president of Xavier
doesn't do a lot unless he's helped
by a lot of other people. I thought
he was being humble, but he was
right. We've had annual, consistent
support from the alumni. The Jesuits, faculty, student leaders everyone has been very cooperative.
We've been able to have disagreement without bitterness."

p
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Consortium will remain functional
By EVELYN DZURILLA
News Reporter

Cross registration and major programs of the Greater Cincinnati
Consortium of Colleges and Universities (GCCCU) will be continued during 1982-83, according to
Dr. Michael Devine, executive
director of the consortium.
GCCCU faces an 80 percent
budget loss resulting from decreased state funding to state public
universities. Because of this, many
of GCCCU's services will be as-

International society ranks officials
By MARY SPRAUL
News Editor

Rafael Aguilella, International
Student Society president for
1981-82, announced that members
have elected officers for the 1982-83
school year. The students elected
are Hossein Zahiremami (from
Iran), president; Patrick Wakeman
(from Singapore), vice president;
Sunil Sehgal (from India),
treasurer; and Nancy Jarvis (from
U.S.A.), secretary.
Approximately 45 of I 00
members voted in the recent election, declared Aguilella. There are
250 international students attending
Xavier. He said a club goal will be
to try to incorporate all of these
students as new members.
"My plan is to have more activities inside and outside of the club,
and to increase membership, which
is open to all Xavier students,"
stated Hossein Zahiremami. "I
hope that the society can help new

international students who are coming here," he explained. A party is
planned to welcome the new
students and club members next

fall.
The International Student Society has been in existence for approximately seven years.

sumed by its member institutions.
Xavier's Office of Student Development will handle the arrangements for a mass group health insurance plan for all member school
students.
The consortium, which began in
1976, allows students to register at
other universities and count the

credit toward their degrees back at
their o·.vn universities.
Since 1978, GCCCU has been
helping 500 students a year reach
graduation.
GCCCU's offices are currently
being relocated from the Edgecliff
campus.

STUDENTS
SELF•STORAGE SPACE
at LOW RATES
Located downtown
near your campus
HOURS

Mon. to Fri. 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM
Sat. & Sun. 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Call Days Evenlnss & Weekends

C~IGIRJ.!~~

~

(513)821-2288
VIsit Our Center

· Come

7719 Reading Road
Cincinnati, OH 45237
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Classes begin week of
2/15/82

For lnlormation About Other Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities & Abroad

Outside NV State CALL TOLL FREE: 100·223·1712

421-6669
810 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

DO YOU KNOW EVERYONE SHOULD
cALL CBiQQ

CRm~gettiVtg

FOR AUTO INSURANCE PRICES!
871-3340
HYDE PARK SQUARE

THEEARLY $

BIRD...

1~

PREPARE FOR:

MCAT •LSAT •GMAT
SAT· OAT· GRE •CPA
Join our "Early Bird" and
Summer Classes In Preparation
for Your. fall 1982 Exams
. • Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
• Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff.
• Complete TEST-n-TAPE 11m facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
• Small classes taught by skilled instructors.
• Opportunity to make up missed lessons.
• Voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
• Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 100 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH · GRE 810 ·MAT· PCAT
OCAT ·VAT ·TOEFL · MSKP · NMB
VQE·ECFMG·FLEX·NDB·NLE

C'c:::,.;JIQIJUl.f)dil.tJ
II'IIPIAN
1'¥1
~-4-t._ ~n~~~.

l

1

Educational Cent1r

TESTPRIPARATIDII
SPECIALISTS SIIICI 11U

Call Days Evenin1s & Weekends

(513) 821·2288
Come Visit Our Center
7719 Reading Road

. .

.

.

C1ncmnat1, OhiO 45237

For tnlormat•on About Other Center& In More Than 85 Major US Cities & Abroad

Fir informalitn ••oul olher ctnlerl OUJSID£ N.Y. STATE CALL TOLL FlU IDD·223·111Z

If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, do you know
what's stopping you from getting the American Express' Card?
You guessed it.
Nothing.
·
Because American Express believes iri your future. But more than that. We believe
in you now. And we've proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why should you get the American Express Card now?
Because the Card is great for shopping.
Whether it's a new suit for the job or a new stereo for home, the American
Express Card is welcomed at the finest stores all over the country. And even if you
need furniture for your place, you can do it with the Card.
Of cour~e. it's also great for restaurants,
hotels, and travel. lt also begins to establish
your credit history-for any really big. things
you mig'"'t need.
So caiiS00--528-8000 for a Special
Student Application or look for one at your
college bookstore or on campus bulletin boards.
The American Express Card. Don't leave
school without it:"'

Look for an application on campus.

Commentary
The Xavier News is published weekly lhroughoul lhe school year excepl during vacalions and exams by lhe
sludenls of Xavier Universily, Cincinnali, Ohio 45207. Yearly suhscriplion rales are S5 wilhin lhe U.S.A. The slale·
menls and opinions of lhe X,wi<'f News are nnl necessarily !hose nf lhe sludenl body, f.lcully or adminislraliun of
Xavier.
Enlered as lhird class maller al lhe U.S. Post OHice under permil number 1275.
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Cut, Cut, Cut
I am a human being and an American. It
is because of these allegiances that I feel
obliged to respond to Douglas Crawford's
column in the April 7 issue. His assertions
that "government benevolence led us into
our present economic woes" and that
"Reagan has proposed a better solution to
altain" economic recovery, demand a
rebultal.
First, government's benevolence, or rather
its responsibility to its people, has spawned
many successful programs. The Food Stamp
and Aid to Families with Dependent Chi!dren programs have virlually eliminaled starvation and malnutrition in America.
Medicaid and other programs have
significantly eased the burden on the nation's
elderly. Job training programs have suecessfully taken people off of welfare.
Our government has thrown millions of
dollars at social problems and solved many
of them. Let it never be forgotten that these
programs, from Social Security to aid for
college students, have always been doggedly
opposed by mostly Republican conservalives. Let us always remember thai many
of the programs work.
How can you blame welfare mothers for
fraud when it benefits already wealthy doctors and bureaucrats? How can you blame
the poor for high taxes when corporations
that make hundreds of millions of dollars
pay absolutely no taxes? How can you blame
the unemployed for the recessiOn when corporale mismanagement has made America
non-competitive? How can you blame the
poor for inflalion when it hurts them the
most?
This is what Ronald Reagan and his convoluted supply side logic have done, blame
the crime on the victim.
Granted there are new problems today
which call for reexamination, but Reagan's
proposals didn't work 50 years ago and they
won't work today. It's called trickle down.
John Kenneth Galbraith calls it the horse and
sparrow theory. If you feed the horse lots of
oats, enough will pass through to the road
for the sparrow. Well, Ronald Reagan's trojan horse is constipated. It's not trickling
down.
I am not sure what Ronald Reagan's
motivation is, but increasingly it appears to

be a combination of stupidity and malice
towards all but the very wealthy.
His many mis-statements of fact suggest a
true lack of understanding of the world situation. His choice of lifestyle and associates
suggest racist and snobbish attitudes. His
policy, the bottom line, appears vile and
vicious, as it caters to the wealthy (tax
breaks, gutting of environmental protection
of lands that may soon be exploited by
developers and a trillion dollars to defense,
an industry whose productiviety is eventually
measured in body counts) and thumbs its
nose at the poor (dismantling 50 years of
social progress which is the envy of the
world).
Ronald Reagan has declared war on
American society. As he swam in the warm
Caribbean waters off Barbados il might as
well have been the tears and sweat of the
American poor and working class.
In short, Mr. Crawford's column showed
the same nefarious lack of compassion that
seems to pervade the Reagan Administration. The unemployed are not the product of
a "low budget Warner Brother's film." They
are very real. It is Ronald Reagan who is the
Hollywood enigma. His supposed sympathy
for the truly needy is as transparent as celluloid and his vicious atlacks on the American
tradition of government of, by and for the
people, all the people, resemble an overzealous editor chopping to bits a film masterpiece. Lights. Camera. Action. Cut. Cut.
Cut. Fade to black!
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On Monday, March 29, President Reagan
asked Congress for an additional $400
million to accelerate nuclear arms production
through 1983. What does this mean to the
average person? Not much -except that the
United States, under Reagan, is undergoing a
massive arms buildup at the expense of programs that are (or were) geared toward the
needy.
It also means that the possibility of war
with the Soviet Union is real. This war, with
the use of sophisticated weapons like the B-1
Bomber, neutron bomb, sea-to-air missiles,
chemical warfare and other instruments of
destruction, could lead to the elimination of
most life on Earth.
Considering the state of the world, maybe
war would be a pretty good idea and we
could start all over again. This thought is repeated among the cynical of today's society;
fortunately most people, myself included,
know better.
I think that it is important that the U.S. be
able to defend· itself in case. of war, but to
what extent? To what extent do we build up
our weaponry? To what extent do we sacrifice progress necessary to the smooth functioning of our society in order to increase our
defenses so as to be on par with the Soviets
- or better? To what extent do we live with
the fear of nuclear· war's death and
destruction?
Some authorities claim that we are behind
the Soviet in arms and feel that it is necessary
to increase our defensive capability by

Lame-duck soup

developing new weapons and improving
older ones. Others feel that the U.S. is
superior to the Soviets in weaponry, but since
the Soviets are constantly updating their
defenses, we must keep ahead of them. There
are very few experts willing to say that there
is no need for the U.S. to undergo a massive
arms buildup.
I feel a division within myself regarding
the possibility of war with the Soviets. On the
one hand, a country should have some form
of defense in order to protect itself and its interests. Should the United States find itself
involved in a war, I would of course want my
country to win because I was born and raised
here. Although there are problems and conflicts in this country, the potential for solving
them exists.
On the other hand, I am just plain scared
of the consequences of such a war: the loss,
the suffering, the waste of life. It seems that
we are paralleling the Soviets in terms of being more interested in who has greater military power while people are starving, being
abused, ignored, neglected, discriminated
against, and cheated in other ways.
· There are two basic solutions to this prob. fern. We can let this power struggle go on until we do have a war, or we can come to grips
with the reality that a war in this day and age
has no winners but only losers and that the
people and governments of the U.S., the
Soviet Union, and other countries as well
simply must come together and try to settle
disputes peacefully. We must remember that
the monkey is on all of our backs; it is up to
us to shake it off.

By Melanie Licking

)(A\JIER \

Trey Daly

Greek Week Thanks
I would like to take this space to thank the
administration, faculty, and staff of Xavier
for their help and support on Greek Week
XI. My co-workers in Student Development
certainly rate a very special thank you.
The participants in this year's Greek Week
were also great. The complaints were minimal and the cooperation was exceptional.
Finally, to the best ever Greek Week staff,
my eternal gratitude for your long hours and
undying efforts in service to your fellow
students.
As I leave, I will remember all of you as
the special place called "Xavier."

Dennis P. ·Moller
Associate Dean of Students

Why Abortion is the Issue
Abortion is the taking of a human life.
That is the simple truth of the matter, regardless of how difficult it is for some sincere but
misinformed Americans to accept that truth.
Science has proven it beyond a shadow of a
doubt. In any biology course, from grammar
school to medical school, if the answer given
to the question "When does human life
begin?" is anything but "the moment of fertilization," you will definitely flunk th:u
question.

Obiter Dicta
By Jerry Schutzman
The object of discussion is not someone's
vague metaphysics about when they feel
"meaningful" life begins. We are talking
about a proveable, biological reality. Its
reality was so understood in the medical field
that for thousands of years every physican
took the Hippocratic oath, which specifically
forbids administering drugs which could induce an abortion. Now doctors performing
abortions have cynically made this the
Hypocrit-ical oath.
There is a three-point proof which applies
to all human h~ings, every human being, and
only human heings as a test of when life
begins. First, from the moment of conception, the being is alive and replacing its own
dead cells and so forth. Second, the being has
a human chrc•mosome pattern, a fact which
can be proven irrefutably with the electron
microscope. Third, from the moment of conception the being is complete, needing only
time and nourishment to become a man or
woman like you or I.

The respected and widely circulated columnist George Will recently wrote a column
on the secret world of the unborn. He
stressed, as does Dr. Wilke in his Handbook
on Abortion, that the humanity of the unborn child becomes less deniable with each
new scientific discovery.
The reason that abortion is the issue is
that the unborn's life is totally innocent and
totally helpless. And yet we have millions of
babies killed each year in this free countrythousands within fifteen minutes of Xavier.
This is not an issue that we can put off as
something happening in a foreign land, or a
crime against humanity forced on us by a dictatorship at gun point. While having the
power to stop it, we freely let it go on.
Many people lry to put aside their responsibility by declaring that ''I would never have
an abortion," but at the same time they will
not lift one finger to save a single innocent
unborn child's life.
This attack on the unborn comes from
both conservatives and liberals. On the one
hand we have conservatives who are so intent
on having the capitalistic system work like a
fine-tuned machine that any obstacle to its
working - like the poor and handicapped becomes a problem to be eliminated. An easy
solution to this so-called problem is abortion. On the other hand, there are liberals so
obsessed with their own individual freedom
and its corresponding lack of responsibility
that abortion is the obvious answer to the inconvenient child.
Abortion is truly a struggle of light and
darkness, good and evil. There is no middle
ground between life and death. In our own
day, the words of Christ take on a new significance: "Whatsoever you do to these, the
least of my brethen, you do also to Me."

Calllpus Corner
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS

UPDATE

SECRETARY
I-'INANCIAt
BOARD

Campus activities or events sponsored by Xavier organizations
will be publicized free of charge in the Update section. All submissions must be in by 5 p.m. Sunday of the week intended for publication. Space may limit the number of submissions printed or their
length. Any questions should be directed to the Campus Corner
Editor at 745-3561.

Student Ushers Needed
Students are needed to usher ai the Undergraduate Commencement Ceremony on Saturday morning May 15 and the Graduate
Commencement Ceremony on Monday evening May 17. Ten
students are needed for each ceremony. Ushers must arrive 45
minutes prior to the ceremony. Signups will be at the Information
Desk in the University Center or at the Sullivan Hall Reception Desk
at the Edgecliff campus. Ushers will receive $10 per ceremony. For
more information contact Peg Dillon (961-3770).

Peer Counselors Needed
Applications are now being taken by Career Planning and Placement for the position of Peer Counselor. Any Freshman or
Sophomore interested in the program should stop by the CP and P
office.
· ·

Freshman Orientation Ideas Needed
Plans for next year's orientation are beginning. Returning
students are needed to share their ideas and organizational skills in
planning and carrying out the orientation process. All volunteers are
welcome. Signups will be at the University Center Information Desk
or the Sullivan Hall Reception Desk on the Edgecliff Campus. For
more information contact Peg Dillon (961-3770).

Boxing Manager Wanted
The XU Boxing Team is looking for a manager for 1982-83.. All
interested students should contact Judi Valentini at 641-4595.

Saxbe Champagne Reception Scheduled
Tickets for a Champagne and Hors d'oeuvres Reception for
Charles Rockwell Saxbe, candidate for Attorney General of Ohio,
are available for $15 apiece. The reception will be held from
5:30-7:30 p.m. Friday, May 7 in the Taft Ballroom of the Westin
Hotel. Contact Doug Crawford at 745-3437 for more information.

Manresa "82" Staff needed
Sign-ups for core and staff positions for the 1982 Manresa Program are being accepted at the Information Desk.

Commuter Council Plans Picnic
Commuter Council will sponsor a picnic on Brockman Court on
Wednesday, April 28 from II :30 a.m.-2 p.m. Hot dogs and beer will
be sold three for $1. Punch and munchies will be provided free.

Arline Ott
Mary Kendrick (ch)
Jerry Goodwin (treas)
Michelle Beckham (sec)
Kenneth Plante
Jack Meyer
COMMUNITY
Ann Marie Ryan (ch)
PARTICIPATION Mary Jane Diehl (v ch)
Chuck Kelly
Margie McCullough
Michelle Johnson
LEGISLATIVE
Trey Daly (ch)
ACTION
Peggy Morse (v ch)
Madge Beckmeyer (ch)
FINE ARTS
Evelyn Dzurilla (v ch)
Simon Balboa
Joe Tromblay
STUDENT
Chris Moore (ch)
RELATIONS
Laura Nabors (v ch)
Mark DeNoma
Angie Souza
Mary Eiser
SOCIAL
Maureen Bonner (ch)
Sarah Pflum (v ch)
Susan Olberding
Erin Byrne
Wayne Wiggins
Steve Talty
FILM
Juliann Capitena (ch)
Fernando Rollano
Don Sabol
Tim Troxell
Maureen Tobin
Bob Horner (ch)
CONCERT
Cliff Diehl (v ch)
Bernie Thiel
Kathy Long
Matt Kendrick
Doug Moon
Mary Spraul
SENATORS
Mary Persinger
Mary Deye
Application for Student Government committees was the largest
it's been in a few years, according to Tony Bramer, Student Government (SG) president. Fifty-six people applied for 45 positions.
Twenty-five of those were commuters. Each committee consists of a
chairperson, a vice-chairperson and three at-large members, all of
whom have a vote.
This weekend, each committee held orientation meetings in which
the members established goals and learned the procedures of SG.
There <tre still a few open committee positions, and interested persons should contact the SG office.

Sl ~Ml£'1\\. ¥.~Pl~M

Springer to Speak
The College Democrats will present Jerry Springer, former Mayor
of Cincinnati and Ohio Gubernatorial candidate. He will be speaking Thursday, April 29 at 2 p.m. in the Cash Room, Logan Hall. All
are invited to attend.

lt=IIIL~\

The Student Government Film
Committee ran a survey in the XU
News asking students to pick their
five favorite films in each of two
categories. A total of 58 students
responded to the survey. Votes for
each film are listed below.
Responses will be used in choosing
which films to present next year.
LIST
22
II
II
16
22
18
6
I
6
12
5
22
II
24
I
2
9
19
3
2
15
3
2
2
4
I
I
2
5
6
6

13

A
Chariots of Fire
Stripes
Taps
American Werewolf In
London
Arthur
Excalibur
The Blues Brothers
The Great Santini
Time Bandits
Superman II
Apocalypse Now
On Golden Pond
The Four Seasons
Raiders Of The Lost Ark
The Omen
Silver Streak
The Rose
Monte Python and the Holy
Grail
Up in Smoke
True __Confessions
Tess
Chapter Two
And Justice for All
Oh God
Stuntman
Outland
Sharky's Machine
The Jerk
Psycho
Inside Moves
Animal House
Rocky Horror Picture Show

l!ur 42 t~enar~xperience

of Test PreparBa ~st reacher
Is your

Food Week Planning Begins
Any students, faculty or staff who are interested in helping to
determine input for Food Week next Fall are urged to join in the first
organizational meeting Thursday at 7 p.m. at the Pied Piper. The
week will be sponsored by Campus Ministry, Earthbread, AASA
and other campus groups.

.

mov1es

Library Hours Posted
End of Semester Library Hours
Sunday (May 2)
_
2 p.m.-1 a.m.
Monday-Thursday (May 3-6)
8 a.m.- I a.m.
Friday (May 7)
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday (May 8-9)
Closed
lntersession Library Hours
(Ma~• M - June 13)
Monday-Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed
Saturday-Sunday

Film On Vietnam To Be Shown
The International Student Society will show the film "Vietnam
. Days" on Saturday, May I, 1982 at 7:30 p.m. in the Universit~
Center Theatre. For more information contact John Tha1
(341-3855).

Summer Softball League Starting

.

.

• Outstanding reputation and national recognition in
Test Preparation.
• Over 250 hours of taped instruction.
• Study materials, based upon 10 years of prior examinations are continually updated and revised by
CPA educators in each area of the exam.
• Complete TEST-n-TAPESM facilities.
• No fixed classes. No compulsory mass lectures.
• Plan your own schedule and proceed at your own
pace.
,
.
• Use free lime to your advantage. We re available
days evenings, or weekends according to each
cent~r·s schedule. No loss of study time when
working out or town. (Transfers available to any
of our centers in the U.S. and abroad, at no additional charge.)

.

The Commuter Council Softball League apphcattons are avmlable
at the Information Desk of the University Center.

Marketing Club Plans Elections

The Marketing Club will hold a meeting and elections on T~urs
day, April 29, 1982 at 7:15 p.m. in the Terrace Room of the Umversity Center.

Coffee Break Scheduled
Commuter Council will sponsor a "Commuter Coffee Break" in
the Grill from 8 a.m. to II a.m. during exam week. Coffee and
doughnuts will be served free of charge.

Beer Vote Scheduled
Amended substitute House Bill 357, which would eliminate 3.2
beer in Ohio and raise the beer drinking age from 18 to 19, s~o~ld be
voted on by the Ohio Senate on April 28 or 29. The Assoctauon of
Independent Colleges and Universities urges those who feel strongly
about the issue to contact their state senators.

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Call Days Evenings & Weekends
(513) 821-2288
Come Visit Our Center
7719 Reading Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45237

Centers in More Than 85 Major U.S. Cities
Puerto Rico. Toronto, Canada & Zurich, Switzerland

For information about other centers

OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE

LIST B
6 The Fox and The Hound
7 Cinderella
14 The Muppet Movie
9 The Jungle 13ook
6 101 Dalmatians
II
Funny Girl
9 The Sound of Music
2 Carousel
12 Oklahoma
20 West Side Story
13 Singin' in the Rain
0 Doctor Dolittle
20 The King and I
12
Fiddler on the Roof
13 The Graduate
5 Rebel Without A Car.;e
14 Summer of '42
I A Piece of the Action
2 Uptown Saturday Night
9 Butch Cassidy and The
Sundance Kid
17
Murder 13y Death
19 The Sting
5 Ben Hur
8 Coming Home
3 Oliver
14 Marx Brothers Festival
6 A Man For All Seasons
0 Something Short of Paradise
3 Beach Party
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Rattermansell or stay,
fate unknown

Travei/Studv Program
SUMMEA, 1982

1) Avignon & Paris, France
2) Bogota, Colombia
3) Strobl, Austria

News Reporter

Security changes name
By JEANNE VENNEME\'ER
NIWI Reporter

Xavier Campus Security is
changing its name to Campus
Police, according to Dan Wood,
director of Campus Security.
"The change in name is not to intimidate students but to emphasize
that all Xavier security guards are
police officers and have police officers' authority," said Wood.
"Often students don't realize
that our security guards have full
arrest powers," continued Wood.
"We do more than protect. We
must also enforce the laws of the
state."
Campus Police comply with Section 109.8 of the Ohio Attorney
General Code. This law requires all
armed security guards to complete
an approved basic peace officer
training program.
"The nature of our work require.~
us to be police officers," Wood
stressed. "Our security guards have
full arrest powers to deal with
disorderly conduct."

Wednesday, April 28, 1982
i

By !•AT CUSICK

Ratterman House may not be
used as the women's honors dorm
next year, according to Lauric
Thomas, assistant director of
Housing.
"No decision has yet been made
on the fate of Ratterman House."
"Some house on campus will be
called 'Ratterman House,'"
Thomas said.
"The current residence has been
placed on the market. If an offer
can be closed by July I, the honors
dorm will be moved to the house
next door to the Pied Piper. If not,
Ratterman House will remain at its
present location (3884 Dakota
Avenue)," declared Rod Shearer,
dean of student development.
"The deadline for sale is July I
because the lease on the house next
to the Pied Piper stipulates that the
occupants must have 60 days notice
before vacating the house,"
Shearer continued. "Since the students have to be moved in by
September I, this is the latest possible closing date."
"Security is the main reason for
the possible move," explained
Shearer. "The walk from the house
to campus hasn't gotten any safer.
It is something we've always been
worried about."
Other factors were considered
when the move was proposed. "The
cost of repairs is extremely expensive," Shearer mentioned. "In the
past two years, we have had to
replace the furnace, the ducts connected to the furnace and the water
heater. Our choice was either put
more money into the house or try to
sell it."
Another factor is the improvement in the neighborhood. According to Shearer, Xavier held property in North Avondale in the past
in order to keep up the
neighborhood. In the 1960's, North
Avondale declined. When the
neighborhood's condition improved, the motivation was lost.
"The house next to the Pied
Piper is part of the Scholarship Endowment Fund. We have to sell the
current Ratterman House in order
to purchase the other house from
the Endowment fund," Shearer
said.
The maximum occupancy of the
current building is eight students.
"There are still four openings left
for this next academic year," added
Thomas.
If interest in a women's honors
dorm continues to deerease, there is
a possibility that in the future the
dorm may be closed, according to
Thomas. "If anyone is interested in
an application, they are available at
the Housing Office."

Xavier News

For information and/or brochure call Xavier College of
Continuing Education 513-745-3355 or mail the following to Cincinnati, Ohio 45207:

Summer Travel/Study
Please send
program(s):

__ Avignon & Paris
__ Bogota, Colombia
__ Strobl, Austria

Ratterman House

EVA'S RESTAURANT

Your Name: ________________

OPEN 24 HOURS

SPECIALIZING /N DOWN-HOME COOKING
COMPLETE BREAKFAST - LUNCH - SUPPER
MENUS INCLUDING CHILl
FAST CARRY-OUT FOR COMPLETE MENU

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Zip Code)
An equal opportunity educational institution.

Registered Ohio Travel Agents

Come and see our new Games Rooml

4423 MONTGOMERY

me information on the following

531-5221

TA317

TA·0285

(NORWOODJ

Hyou think,a "one-piece shell" is
an oyster lover's night•r8,
you're not ready for Memorex.
On an oyster. a one-piece shell
would be big trouble.
But with Mernorex cassettes.
it's a big benefit.
Using ultra high frequency
sound. we sonically weld tt1e two
halves of every Mernorex cassette to form a single. solid casset1e shell.
This s~ngle-un1t construction
g1ves Memorex cassettes a Sti'LJCtural ng1cl1ty whict1 IS crit1cal to
prec1se tape-to· head contact.

Test it yourself. Hold a
Memorex cassette on botll ends
and twist. Notice how rigid the
casset1e is. How it resists flex1ng.

Remember. even the slightest
variation in cassette shape can
alter the way the tape comes in
contact with the head. Which can
drastically affect sound reproduction.
That's why we prefer sonic

So put your next recording
on Memorex. In HIGH BIAS II.
METAL IV or normal bias MRXI.
Each t1as a one-piece shell.
Which. on an oyster, is a bad
1rJea.
But on a cassette. it's a

~--··re~a~l~ppe!a!rl~.~'~~

It keeps our cassette strucwelding.
ture as true as our
remarkable sound
reproduction.
Which. t11anks to
our un1que tape
formulation and an
extraordinary 1)1nding process called
Permapass.' · will
remain true tr; life
play after plo:'· Even
after 1000 ,..11ays.
In fact. a Memorex
cassette will always deliver true snu'ld repro·
duction. or .,.,"'11 replace it. Free.

......
.J,.~~ ~\

NOW MOll THIN lVII
WI lSI: IS IT LIVE, OilS IT

i ."':,,,
·~

-·

If ~-.

MEMO REX
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PROFILE

McBride to play for Xavier
8y WAYNE WIGGINS
Sports Editor

Walter McBride, a first team All
State selection from Summit Country Day High School, signed a national letter of intent with Xavier
last Thursday, bringing the number
of signccs to four this season.
McBride, a 6-4, 185 pound
guard, averaged 18.5 points, 11.9
rebounds and shot 650Jo from the
field. "He's extremely unselfish
and is a good passer,'' Coach Bob
Staak commented. "He's also a
good defen~cr and a good re-

bounder, and I think he'll make the
transition from forward to guard
easily."
McBride's coach at Summit commented that "all during his high
school career he's played under the
hoop but his natural instincts are
like a guard. His passing, his ball
handling and ability to sec the tloor
arc his strong points. He's naturally
a guard, and I think he'll play with
more confidence out front."
"He's an extremely versatile
player," Muskie Assistant Coach
Wayne Morgan said of McBride,

"who is capable of playing guard or
fdrward and we feel he'll help our
program."
McBride selected Xavier over
SMU, Arizona St., Marquette and
DePaul. He had a couple of reasons
for attending Xavier. "I wanted to
come to Xavier for the education,"
the latest Muskie guard said. "I
also wanted to stay local." As far
as his transition to guard, McBride
added, "I know I can play it. I'm a
good shooter and a good ball
handler, but now I'll have to look
more for the shot."

Upcoming Events
April 29T

NAME: Pete Spoerl
YEAR: Senior
HOME: Hamilton, Ohio
POSITION: Shortstop
MAJOR: Marketing
HIGH SCHOOL: Hamilton Badin
Pete Spoerl, senior co-captain of the Xavier Musketeers baseball
team, is currently batting a hefty .432 average which, if continued,
will break the old score record of .431. Coming into his final season
for the Muskies he is batting .361 as a career average for Xavier.
Spoerl is a four year starter and is currently leading the Midwestern
City Conference (MCC) in batting. He would like to be drafted by a
team and eventually go professional.

The2X4
531-2639
1615 DANA AVE.
(Between ledgewood & Dana Gardens)

THANK YOU
For A Wonderful Year
To show our appreciation
for Xavier students' patronage,
we will be open until 2:00a.m.
every night of exam week.

Free Delivery to XU Students.

Margie's

Wright
Slate
G
Morehead In·
it.
30 G
Morehead Invit.
May I Base. De1roi1
(MCC)
Sail. Area B's
G
Bowling
Green

A 3:00

A

A

A I :00 (DH)
A
A

Rug. Wolf2

hounds
Base. Dc1roi1
(MCC)
T
Cenlrc
Sail. Area ll's

A I :00
A I :00 (DI-1)
H 12:00
A

--

The XUIM Women's Softball Champion - Four Better/Four West. Pic·
lured are from left to right {front): Christine Hart, Karen Mel noll, Eileen
Farley, Donna Dademo, Cindy Turney; (back): Lisa Krumdieck, Laura
Schneider, Ann Clake, Kathy Marks, Joan Barno. Missing are Pep
Massa, Liza Conway, Barb Allanson, Ruth Kunkemoeller, and Stacey

XU Tennis team wins triangular
~~~·

STEVE NOLL
Sports Reporter

The Xavier mens tennis team upped its record to 12-5 this weekend.
They defeated Transylvania 7-2 and
Centre 9-0 in a triangular match
held at Centre College in Kentucky.
This year's team is led by four
graduating seniors: Martin
Kuhlman, Ken Mcnkhaus, Matt
Ill\ fcld and Steve No!\.

After missing last season while
studying in France, Menkhaus has
returned this year to compile the
tor record on the team - 14-1 in

both singles and doubles play.
Kuhlman, a finance and computer major, also turned in a strong
performance this season with a
singles record of 11-5 and a doubles
record of 9-4.
A transfer from Vanderbilt, lmfeld has improved his game and
holds a 5-1 singles record and a 15-2
doubles record.
Noll, playing in his fourth season
at Xavier, has a season record of
10-5 in singles and 14-2 in doubles.
Returning to play for the
Muskics next year arc junior Mike

Muskies shoot down Butler
By WA \'NE WI<;CINS
Sports Editor

The Muskie baseballers defeated
Butler University in a doubleheader
last Saturday.
In the first game Pete Sherman
received the win and Richard Noll
got the save. Leading the Muskics
were Dan Froehle, 3 for 4 with 5
RBI's and Pete Spoerl with a double. Also hot for Saturday was Ted
Shalloc, who went 2 for 3 including
a double.
In the second half of the
doubleheader Richard Noll got the
decision, which boosted his record
to 5-2. Once again the baseballers
were led by Dan Froehle who went

2 for 3, John Turner who also went
2 for 3 with 5 RBI's, Shalloe 3 for 3
with 4 RBI's, and Pete Spoerl who
went 3 for 4 and set a new Xavier
school record with 60 hits on the

Saloon

5425 Carthage Ave.
Wed. - Live Music
The Back Porch Band

The Place to be Thursday

2 fer Nite Special
featuring Bud, Strohs, Miller
(24 oz. of Premium Beer)

ph 396-7764

Skydiving
Did you ever wont to JUMP
out of on airplane?
If the answer to thor question is YES - call us at...

GREENE COUNTY SPORT

PARACHUTE CENTER
Monroe Siding Rd., Xenia, Ohio
513-376-9293 • 372-6116

Jump at your own risk.
Potentially Dangerous Risks Involved.

Frank, 8-5 in singles and 8·1 in
doubles; junior Bill Reber, 6-4 in
singles and 2-3 in doubles;
sophomore Bob Dorger, I0-6 in
singles and 14-2 in doubles;
sophomore John Mattimoe, 2-1 in
doubles; freshman Thane Liming,
7-3 in singles and 1-0 in doubles and
freshman Don Travis, 1-1 in
doubles.
Xavier has three more matches
this season, including away matches
with Wright State and cross town
rival, the University of Cincinnati.
The last home match is Sunday,
May 2 at 12:00 p.m. against Centre
College.
The team Ieves Sunday, May 9,
to play in the Midwestern City Conference Tournament, hosted by
Oral Roberts University in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Team managers Bill
Glockner and Lou Murdock will
not be able to attend.

8y ROBERT HORNER
Sports Reporter

The XUlM softball tournament
came to a close in the women's division with HHS defeated by Four
Better-Four West by a score of
17-9. In the men's division the Herd
came from the winners bracket
after defeating the Seniors •with a
score of 11-10. The Seniors went on
to win their next game against the
Master Batters, 15-9. In the semifinal game the Seniors upset the
Herd in a game that was called after
3 innings with the score standing
30-6.
The racquetball ladder league is
in the semi-final round for both
men's divisions. In the advanced
league, Dr. Weissbuch's match is
with Mike Gatio and Mike Conklin's match is with Stuart
Schuster, with the winners of the
two matches meeting next week. In
the novice league, Luis Correa is in
the finals waiting for upper bracket
play to determine his opponent.
In the women's 3-on-3 basketball, the Muskrats beat Two
Wasted by a score of 21-16. Julie
Ahlrich scored II of the 21 points.
The XUIM Awards Ceremony
will be tomorrow, April 29th at
9:00. All XUIM participants arc invited.
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ICE CREAM SCOOP
By LISA KERN
Entertainment Editor

"You scream, I scream, we all
scream for ice cream!" For all
yearning to escape from the heat of
finals with a cool dip of frozen
deliciousness on a sugar cone,
here's helpful hints for the best
licks around town.
For the ice cream connoisseur
conscious of both ice cream quality
and an appropriate atmosphere in
which to eat it, G.D. Ritzy's must
rank first. Located in Cincinnati's
Union City Terminal, Ritzy's is a
unique "theme" restaurant stylized
to refresh memories of the 1940's
soda fountain shops. R;.' 's Mint
Oreo (mint chocolate ice cream
varieties were sampled in all comparisons) lacks any artificial tinge;
chocolate and mint cookie sections
filling the mint ice cream tingle the
tastebuds with delicious natural
taste not overdone with too much
sugar. All Ritzy's sixteen flavors

are handmade fresh daily from
scratch and sell for 69¢ a dip.
G.D. Ritzy's main Queen City
confectionary competition is supplied by Graeter's, which offers
among other goodies a mint
chocolate chip flavor that takes a
licking and keeps on
sticking ... deliciously! The flavor's
"chips," sized more realistically as
quarter-sized chunks, are of
tongue-tantalizing dark semi-sweet
chocolate. The overall taste of
Graeter's, due in part to its
chocolate candy chunks, is more
sugary sweet than Ritzy's, and it
lacks the creamier homemade consistency of Ritzy's tlavors. It should
also be noted that Graeter's prices
are a little sweeter, at 60¢ a dip.

From the elite of Ritzy's and
Graeter's the ice cream ranks experience a downward dip in quality.
United Dairy Farmer's ice cream
tends to be icy, with some coloring

that is artificial-looking. UDF
doesn't pretend to handmake every
pint of its ice cream and it shows,
but the saved sweat translates into
real savings: only 45¢ a dip.
Every survey has its "drips" and
this time the dubious award goes to
Friendly's. A single scoop of
Friendly ice cream thins the wallet
by 65¢ (5¢ more than Graeter's),
but it's taste isn't on par with such a
price. Friendly's ice cream flavors
lack any real zip or dazzle, and
there is a distinctly chaulky aftertaste with each lick. Friendly's only
advantage is the bargain with extra
dips (if you dare): 85¢, two dips;
99¢, three dips.
Face it, ice cream fans, it's a
sugar cone jungle out there; every
pistachio pusher on the block is
after your dime(s). The secret to
successful ice cream consumption is
to stay with one's favorite dip and
also experiment with a scoop or two
of something new.

The Sword and the Sorcerer casts no magic
By TREY DALY
Entertainment Reviewer

Did you see Star Wars? Did you
see Raiders of the Lost Ark? Did
you see Exca/ibur? If you saw any
one of these films then you've seen
The Sword and the Sorcerer. This is
one of those movies that is so bad,
it's almost good. Good for a few
laughs if not worth the price of
admission.
I can just see Brandon Chase, the
creator of this film, sitting around
the dining room table with the other
four producers, glancing at a Variety report on Star Wars' or Raiders'
multi-million dollar profit
statements.
"Guys," says Chase, "I think
I've got a way we can get in on this.
Here's the plot. We'll set it in the
Dark Ages."
"But Excalibur already did
that," cries producer no. I.
"I know," reassures Chase.

••••• 7o6t Sw.pu '**'
Lisa W. and David G., Susan P. and Pat M. What
pairs.

L.A.A.H. - I wish you were all mine- Fuz1.y.
X.U. News -I'm so glad we had this time together ...

Yukon Pete was here.
Endymionites- Thanks for everything- MUT
Thanks for the compliment -

Hey you.

To my favorite M.E.: Happy Birthday, Jean. You're
wonderful. Jcr.
Congrats Bcatles Volleyball Team!!!!!!!
Tomorrow may rain S(\1'11 follow the sun.
TAM- I want one- do you? SH
Lisa- How does one a ACCOUNT for the fact that
a subject is so TAXING on one's mind'! Can the
COSTS INCURRED be estimated? Can we C\'er
RECOGNIZE THE REVENUE'!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY GENIE!!! Olive you. I thy
dune crowning. Anagram.
ANN MARIE R. and BETH D. - Happy Birth·
day!!! from your birthday partner, Jean.
Happy Birthday, Jean!!!!!!

See you at the picnic.
Thank you, Ann M., for doing such a wonderful job
as Commuter Council Pres.
Keep up the good work.
Hugh Bears care.
Good Luck to everyone for your exams. Joe T. will
pray for you.

ManresaStarr ... Sign up N.O.W.! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Roommates needed for summer apt. Rent is cheap.
Call Michele, X3880.
Cristy: Eilhcr you're lost, or they mo'w'Cd an entire
building without telling you. Karen.

"We'll cut out the King Arthur and
Round Table stuff. That went out
with the Kennedys. Let's have
Cromwell make a pact with the
devil so he can defeat Richard Ill."
"Wait a minute," interjects producer no. 2. "Richard Ill died 150
years before Cromwell was born."
"That's O.K.," continues Chase.
"We'll set it in the mythical kingdom of Ahden. We can forget
about the facts and we won't have
to teach the cast to speak with
English accents. Let's start off with
a scene in a cave, like the end of
Raiders, where Cromwell meets the
devil. We'll let the special effects
guys go to town on that. Then we
can hire cheaper writers."
"Good," sing all the producers
in unison.
"Right," adds Chase. "Then we
have Cromwell kill Richard and his
· wife and then he double crosses the
devil. But Rich's got three kids, a
girl and a boy, whom Cromwell
spares, and an older boy who gets
away. So later the devil and the
older kid try to get Cromwell."
"Brandon," interrupts producer
no. 3. "My daughter's been dating
this guy named Lee Horsley. He
looks just like Harrison Ford. The
kid's been bugging me for a job. He
could do the swashbuckling-rakeson who comes back to save the

kingdom. We can get him cheap."
"Sounds good," responds
Chase. "Now we need a spunky girl
like Princess Leia."
"I've got an idea," growls producer no. 4. "We get this real sexy
chick to play Rich's daughter, sec.
Her knee is her only weapon, see.
And when the son comes back she
offers him a night of wild abandon
if he'll help the rebels get
Cromwell. That ought to titillate a
few adolescent fantasies, hey."
"Aren't they brother and
sister?" asks Chase.
"Yeah," continues producer no.
4, chomping on a cigar. "1 know it.
The audience knows it. But they
don't know it. They haven't seen
each other in twenty years. Anyway
we won't bed 'em until the sequel,
right."
. "It might work," says Chase. "I
got a call from George Maharis's
agent. He needs work real bad so I
made a role for him. He'll be
Cromwell's advisor. We'll call him
Machelli, like Machiavelli, get it.
"Now we need some comic sidekicks but our budget's not big
enough for furry giants or robots.
So I called down to Central Casting. They sent over this guy who
looks like a Jewish intellectual, a
black Rastafarian (Reggae's big
now), and a Swedish blonde play-

mate. They work pretty well
together. Sort of a Medieval IVtod
Squad, get it.
"The last thing we need is some
music. I called John Williams but
he's busy with the Boston Pops."
"Real funny Bran," says producer no. I. "We can't afford him.
My wife's taking piano lessons, trying to improve herself, you know.
Well anyway, at her recital this guy
played his own composition. It was
pretty rough but it sounded like the
theme from Raiders. His name's
David Whittaker."
"My nephew's with the Munich
Symphony. Orchestra," says producer no. 2. "He's a hippy, a musician draft dodger. Went over there
and never came back. I could get
them to jazz it up a little."

"Sounds great," concludes
Chase. "Remember guys. If they're
going to see nine versions of Star
Wars three or four times each,
they'll come see our cheap imitation
at least once, right."
"Right!" sing all the producers
in unison with dollar signs flashing
in their eyes.
So that's how it went, maybe.
The result of this mythical meeting
is a strange little movie. The writing
is bad, the acting is bad, the cinematography and editing are
especially terrible. But at times it is
very scary and pretty funny. It's got
a certain campy charm. One thing's
for sure, if you do see The Sword
and the Sorcerer, you'll leave the
theater with an overwhelming sense
of Deja Vu.

531-4681

ELESHA

~!J:!~! }!/!l!~~~~d

Specializing in precision haircuts, advanced hair design,
and face and scalp treatment. It pays to look your very
best; the latest trends are my thing. All Xavier students
receive a 15% discount.
OPEN SUNDAYS
354!1 MONTGOMERY ROAD

CINCINNATI, OHIO

RYDER
RENTS TRUCKS FOR MOVING.
LOCAL &ONE-WAY.
LOW RATE.S.
• The right size late-model, top-maintained trucks,
with the right equipment: auto shifts, loading ramps
• Hand trucks, furniture pads, tow bars
• Nationwide 24-hour road service anywhere
• Moving tips and insurance
• Packing materials available
• Se habla espaflol

~

WEI!~
Ryder Truck Rentai·One·Way

I'm not sure where lhcy arc but I'm gonna get o11c.
Gigi- trust mc ... cradlc robhing can he fun. K.
Bill C., hope to find you next turn. K.E.
I'm glad they're seniors, they'll be gone soon!

l'JI never leave home whhmu it.

Jack, Congr:us on not shooting the guy with the
beard! Karen.
T. and M. "paranoid partners."
Vince - Hooray ror Fries! Give me more of 1hmc
KICB duds! And it's not INCREDIBLE, it's
GROSS!!!!!!

BAR__..: Let summer take care or ilsclr. Let's gel some
ice cream.
Kuhlman Krcam• another. Thanks!

One Mega-Impression deserves

JULIE and CLAIRE- Parking Lot rcndCZ·\'ous' arc
fun! Vrrrrmmm!

Swifton Sunoco
2098 Seymour
Cincinnati, Ohio

7311-0132

---------------COlJPON
Ryder Truck Rental

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
DISCOUNT II
ON ALL 'TRUCK RENTALS I
Thru JUNE 30, 1982
I
With This Coupon
I

.10%

----------------

1190 Gest St •
Cincinnati, Ohio

241-7733

